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Aurora is responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. Prioritizing safety for our employees both at home and in our facilities, we
continue to serve the patient community and Canadians across the country. Learn more
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Aurora Cannabis Appoints Miguel Martin as CEO
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EDMONTON, AB, Sept. 8, 2020 /CNW/ - Aurora Cannabis Inc. (the "Company " or "Aurora") (NYSE: ACB) (TSX: ACB), the
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Canadian company defining the future of cannabinoids worldwide, today announced that Miguel Martin has been appointed
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With deep, diverse
experience in consumer packaged goods, highly
regulated industries and the U.S. cannabinoid industry, Miguel is well-positioned to execute the next phase of Aurora's
September 8, 2020
business transformation, with a focus on commercial strategy. Michael Singer, who has served as Interim CEO since
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ashis
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February
2020,Appoints
has stepped
down
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temporary role and will remain Executive Chairman.

Michael Singer stated, "In his short time at Aurora, Miguel has demonstrated decisive leadership. Miguel is a highly
experienced executive with an exceptional track record of performance in a number of consumer products categories. After
an extensive search which included evaluation of many highly-respected candidates, Miguel stood apart with both strong
commercial and cannabinoid
sector expertise,
as well as his
passion for Aurora's success. The Aurora
Board and I firmly
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believe that under Miguel's
leadership, Aurora's strategic direction going forward will be characterized
by leading market
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performance, sustainable growth, profitability and value creation for shareholders."
releases, financial reports and media highlights.
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"I am excited to stepInvestor
into theInfo
role of CEO at this inflection point in Aurora's business," said Miguel Martin. "In my early days, I
SIGN UP firsthand- a combination of deep industry knowledge, commitment
have seen the tremendous potential of this organization
Social Responsibilit
to quality, great brands
and a passion for patients and consumers that is truly differentiated. I am confident that we have the
y
infrastructure and capabilities for long term success in the global cannabinoid industry. Given my 25 years of executing
FAQ
against regulated product opportunities, including serving as President of one of the largest electronic cigarette companies,
Contact Us both with the current portfolio and emerging margin accretive formats."
I believe we will be successful

About Miguel Martin
Mr. Martin is a 25-year consumer packaged goods industry veteran who joined Aurora from Reliva where he served as Chief
Executive Officer. He assumed the role of Chief Commercial Officer of Aurora in July 2020. Prior to Reliva, Mr. Martin was
https://investor.auroramj.com/news-and-events/press-releases/122955/
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Executive Officer. He assumed the role of Chief Commercial Officer of Aurora in July 2020. Prior to
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